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Abstract
In this work we run numerical simulation of gasdynamic to study Riemann problem for the case of collision
between two supersonic flows. We analyzed the profiles of density, velocity, pressure, furthermore we inspect for
the late time the Mach number which is represent the shock strengths, the specific internal energy density, the
total energy density, and the entropy related quantity.
Our results reveal that the collision between two supersonic flows leads to the formation of two shocks separated
by a contact discontinuity, as well as the numerical results for Euler equations and the exact solution are close to
each other.
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1. Introduction
Riemann problems for the equations of hydrodynamics are defined by the initial conditions (Lowe, 2005)
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Values of density, velocity, and pressure ( , , ) are the pre-shock conditions (unshocked gas); the shocked
are the post-shock conditions, the conditions after the shock.
gas ( , ,
The general solution depends on the Riemann problem at a hand.
The simplest Riemann problem for Euler equations are that in which
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In this work we will discuss the case in which two supersonic flows collide. We also assumed that the
converging gas that has not yet gone through the shock front is undisturbed.
The problem we have to solve is to find the shock velocity, density, and pressure in the compressed region:
, ,
(Clarke & Carswell, 2007; Artzi & Falcovitz, 2003).
The Mach number

of the shock is:
(2)

,
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,

is the speed of sound for the post-shock gas, and

.

The more common way to define the shock relations is in term of shock’s Mach number

.

The Rankine-Hugoniont conditions can be written as:
(4)
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(5)
The internnal energy storeed in the gas iss the work donne along the addiabatic path annd define by:
(6)
The entroppy related quanntity is
(7)
2. Numeriical Results an
nd Discussion
n
The differrent Riemann problem is w
when two floows will be ccollided. Two shocks separrated by a co
ontact
discontinuuity will generaate if the flowss are supersoniic.
We run the simulation with
w the initiall conditions inn Table 1, and inspect for a llate time the ggraphs for velo
ocity,
density, annd pressure, as well as the Mach numberr, specific inteernal energy, total energy deensity, and enttropy
related quaantity.
Table 1. Innitial conditionn of the simulaation
R
Regions

Densitty(gm cm-1 s-1)

Vellocity(cm s-1)

Presssure(gm cm-1 s-2)

Right

1

2

1

Left

0.1

1

10

The domaiin size of 1 is divided
d
into 10000 computational cells of leength (∆
The total ttime (t = 0.058 s), and the ttime between outputs ∆
(Lax & Liuu, 1998)

5.8

∆

Δ

|

The compuutation has beeen performed uusing CFL num
mber

,

|

10

0.001 .
is calculatedd using Equatio
on 8;
(8)

) off 0.5.

The densitty, velocity, annd pressure proofiles in Figurre 1 shows thee collision leadds to two discoontinuities; a shock
s
in the fast flow (S1), a shhock in the low
w flow (S2), annd a contact diiscontinuity in between the ccolliding flowss.

Figure 1. Density, veloccity, and pressuure as a functioon of position.. The three proofiles corresponnd to: density (the
blue line), veelocity (the greeen line), and ppressure (the red line)
The gas onn the left in Figgure 1 is moviing with a posiitive velocity aand it is faster than the gas onn the right whiich is
move withh negative veloocity. The two shocks propaggating one tow
ward the other, w
with a sharp juump in the pressure
profile. Thhe shock movinng to the right sweeps up thee materials intoo a high-densitty layer.
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The shockk strength whicch is characteriizes by the Maach numbers inn the shocks frrame and shockk’s velocities in the
lab frame hhave been meaasured from thhe pre and postt shocks condittions and the rresults illustrates in Table 2.
Table 2. M
Mach numbers and shock’s veelocity in the lab frame
R
Regions

Maach Number

Shock’s velocity (cm
m s-1)

Right

2.12

4.67

Left

6.73

1.4

mes of the sim
mulation have bbeen changed linearly with time
The densitties of the exaact solution att different tim
(Quartapellle, Castelletti,, Guardone, & Quaranta, 20003), as it is shoown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 eexplains the tim
me evolution of the two shhocks and the contact disconntinuity at fouur time steps of
o the
simulationn.

Figure 2. T
The density prrofiles as a funnction of positiion for four ouutputs files; at tthe start of the simulation at time
(t = 0 s)), in between when
w
the time reaches to 0.019 s, 0.038 s, aand at end timee of the simulaation at time (tt =
0.057 s)
Speed of tthe three discoontinuities in Figure 2 can be measured easily by lookking at the rannge of the outtputs.
therefore, we have speedd of the right sshock is 4.91 cm s-1, the left
ft shock movinng with speed of 1.51 cm s-1, and
-1
the contactt discontinuityy traveling withh speed of 3.5112 cm s .
If we comppare with the previous
p
valuees in Table 2, tthey are very cclose to each otther. Dependinng on this resu
ult we
can concluude that the nuumerical solutioon is very closse to the exact solution for thhis Riemann prroblem.
The compputational resuults of the Maach number in the lab framee and the specific internal energy density
y are
propagatinng from the lefft to the right aand they are cleear in Figure 33.
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Figure 3. Profiles of thee Mach numbeer in the lab fraame and the sppecific internall energy densitty as a function
n of
position
Again therre are two shoocks S1, S2, annd a contact diiscontinuity inn Figure 3. Thee first shock w
wave is propagating
from the leeft to the rightt, while the seecond shock w
wave is spread from the rightt to the left. Thhe specific intternal
energy dennsity reaches innto the high leevels at the shoock wave moviing to the rightt.
The total energy densityy is low acrosss the first shoock wave. Beccause of they are an entroppy waves, which is
changes thhe direction of the flow for thhe shock wavees moving to thhe right. This is illustrated inn Figure 4.

Figure 4. Thee total energy ddensity and thee entropy related quantity as a function of pposition
3. Conclussions
Conclusionns of the preseent numerical sstudy can be suummarized as follows.
1) Collisioon of two supeersonic flows leads to forwarrd Shock and rreverse Shock moving towarrd each other and
a a
contact diiscontinuity. The
T forward S
Shock movingg to the rightt and will sw
weeping up thhe materials in
nto a
high-densiity layer.
2) The num
merical resultss for Euler equuations are cloose to the exaact solution and the flows arre allowed to move
m
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with arbitrary velocities tangent to the initial discontinuity.
3) The Mach number, specific internal energy density is not constant across the contact discontinuity surface.
4) The line dividing between two regions is a contact discontinuity, will be separated two flows of different
entropy but the same pressure and velocity.
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